Benefits enrollment period begins Nov. 19
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Premiums not increasing for fifth time in last seven years

Employee plus-one enrollees must register in person

By Troy Fedderson
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NUFLEX infosessions

The first flight of employees who enroll domestic partners under the University of Nebraska’s “employees-plus-one” benefits package must register in person to do so through a campus benefits office. While administrators would like to offer the enrollment electronically, Keith Dietze, director of university-wide benefits, said the need for in-person registration is due to complicated federal tax regulations. The process is simply too complex for electronic enrollment at this time," said Dietze. “However, once a new benefits homology is in place, there will be a module that includes all the information needed to enroll in plus-one benefits.”

The program expects benefits eligible employees or dependents who enroll in their partner’s household will be manually informed. The employee and adult diagnosis must be able to prove they are PLUS CON.
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Innovation Campus ceremony is Nov. 16
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“Breaking Ground for the Future” is the theme of a commemorative event and mayor announcement. Nov. 16 is a new level of partnership between UNL and a Fortune 500 company. The partnership is expected to expand access to commercial research and technology development.

As the first “tenant,” the company demonstrates NIC’s vision to expand access to talented minds in Nebraska’s innovation sector, expand access to talented minds in Nebraska’s innovation sector, expand access to commercial research and technology development.

The partnership announcement marks the first commitment on the campus. Innovation Campus.

Innovation Campus. The Food Processing Center’s lab, which was run by Reiling, works primarily with private clients, and receive feedback on a wide variety of food items. If you are interested in participating in a sensory lab panel, clients test food items, and download the concepts, com

Testing the Senses

Clients test food items through Sensory Lab
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F

rribly tumbled in various salt mixtures, the chips are ready to be tasted. But these deep-fat fried snacks were not freshly tumbled in various salt mixtures, but a business giant. Instead, these chips were neatly lined up, two to a numbered plate, covered by plastic wrap and ready to be judged by a panel of volunteers.

“A screen in the prep side of the UNL Sensory Lab shows which potato chip sample is being tested by a given panelist. The computer system randomly shuffles the sample order to eliminate bias.”

UFLEX open enrollment, the annual period for university employees to enroll in or make changes to University of Nebraska benefits plans, is Nov. 19 to Dec. 7. For the fifth time in seven years, healthcare premiums for medical and dental benefits in 2013 will not increase for full-time employees.

That good news extends to dental benefits in 2013 will be available for viewing at http://scarlet.unl.edu.
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New policy crafted to protect youth on campus

UNL has launched a “Youth Activity Safety Policy.” The policy was designed to protect the safety of youth on campus while preserving the free speech and academic freedom of UNL students. The policy was developed as a result of an academic and community engagement program for all campus units.

The policy provides minimum guidelines for any student group, sponsored by UNL or held on a UNL campus, that organizes and promotes one-on-one interactions that could potentially put participants at risk. A group engaged in any activity that involves contact with children, as defined by the policy, must develop and implement a child protection policy consistent with the guidelines outlined in the policy.

The policy prohibits minimum guidelines for any student group, sponsored by UNL or held on a UNL campus, that organizes and promotes one-on-one interactions that could potentially put participants at risk. A group engaged in any activity that involves contact with children, as defined by the policy, must develop and implement a child protection policy consistent with the guidelines outlined in the policy.

New hires

UNL welcomes these new faculty and staff, and offers more information on the “New Hires” list, contact Troy Fendley, editor, at 402-472-8235.
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For more information, contact Dan Whitney at denwhitney@unl. nebraska.edu or 402-472-8235.

New faculty brochure available online

The new faculty brochure is now available online. The brochure features profiles on UNL’s newest faculty members. Information includes area of focus, professional accomplishments and contact information. To view the new faculty brochure visit http://go.unl.edu/faculty.

Next Faculty Senate meeting is Dec. 11

The next meeting of the Faculty Senate and its respective Standing Committees will be held in the East Union,Arthur Room.

UNL student Brenda Costello honored

Brenda Costello, a UNL senior, made the 2012 class of fellows in the National Academy of Engineering. Costello is one of 48 young engineers selected by the college of engineering and natural resources to receive a career-long membership in an academy of fellows that recognizes the outstanding young engineers in the country.

Brenda Costello, a UNL senior, made the 2012 class of fellows in the National Academy of Engineering. Costello is one of 48 young engineers selected by the college of engineering and natural resources to receive a career-long membership in an academy of fellows that recognizes the outstanding young engineers in the country.

What’s your best part of being a student at UNL?

That would be the opportunity to work with and learn from some of the best professors, faculty and students the country has to offer. Being able to travel and meet people from all over the world and learn about different cultures and ways of life is a great part of the University of Nebraska experience.

What has impressed you most about the engineering program at UNL?

I have been most impressed by the strong relationships of the faculty and students, the opportunities available to me, and the support from the university.

What is the core of your current research in fluid mechanics?

The core of my current research is developing mathematical models to understand the behavior of fluid flows.

What was your favorite year in college and why?

My favorite year in college was probably my junior year. I enjoyed being able to take classes with some of my favorite professors and also being able to travel abroad with my classmates.

What is your long-term plan for the college?

I plan to continue my education in the field of engineering, but I am not sure what specific career path I will take.

What college class did you enjoy the most?

I enjoyed my class on mechanical design the most. It was challenging but also very rewarding to see the concepts I learned in class applied to real-world situations.

What do you hope to do after graduation?

I hope to get a job in the field of engineering and continue to pursue my passion for research.

How have you utilized your experience at UNL in your professional career?

I have utilized my experience at UNL in a number of ways. I have used the skills and knowledge I gained in my classes to solve problems in my current job, and I have also used the networking opportunities I had to find a job.

What advice would you give to other students who are considering engineering as a major?

I would advise them to do their research and think about what they are passionate about. It’s important to choose a major that you enjoy because you will be spending a lot of time working in that field.

What is your favorite memory from your time at UNL?

I will always remember the time I went on a research trip to Europe with my professor. It was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see new places and learn from other experts in the field.
The Thompson Forum is a regular event that discusses topics related to law, ethics, and the role of the university in society. It is held at the Lied Center for Performing Arts, Nebraska, USA.
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---

**Poetry**

**Open Studio Night** College of Fine and Performing Arts

---

**Theatre**

The University Theatre season continues with Lauren Hunter’s timely play “Paragon Springs” performed at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 15 & 16. Tickets are available.

**News**

Theatre Professor to examine death penalty and its consequences

---

**Chiara featured in Nov. 19 concert**

The Chiara String Quartet will be featured in the final performance of the Susan and Bruce Conover Recital Series in the Lied Center for Performing Arts on Nov. 19 in Kimmel Recital Hall. Tickets, $20 for adults, $10 for students, are available at the Lied Center box office, 402-472-6747 or online at www.unl.edu/performingarts or through the UNL Student Union Box Office until 4 p.m. prior to each concert. For more information, call 402-472-6865.

---

**Next Scarlet publishes Dec. 13 edition**

The Scarlet is a student-run newspaper that publishes articles on current events and campus news. The next edition is scheduled for Dec. 13, 2012.

---
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Wang helps advance sonic boom research

By Lily Wang, associate professor of architectural engineering, was featured Oct. 18 on UNL's UNLTV. Wang explained how noise bursts and their effects can help improve our lives.

The University of Nebraska–Lincoln's College of Architecture and Planning and the University of Nebraska–Lincoln's Institute of Design are joining forces to learn more about the sonic boom and how it affects us.

"The goal of this project is to understand how noise bursts affect us," Wang said. "We hope to improve our understanding of the sonic boom and how it can be used to improve our lives."

The project will include a series of workshops and seminars, as well as a series of public events.

"We hope to bring together experts from a variety of fields to discuss the sonic boom and its potential applications," Wang said. "This will help us better understand the sonic boom and how it can be used to improve our lives.

Faculty and students are encouraged to subscribe to UNL Alert to receive weather-related closings and campus news. The alert allows subscribers to receive up-to-the-minute information via email or phone.

The university also offers a toll-free hotline, UNL Alert, for those who wish to receive phone calls or text messages for weather-related closings. The hotline is staffed by trained operators who can answer your questions about UNL Alert.

Weather-related closings are available on the University of Nebraska-Lincoln's website and in the university's bulletin board system.

Contact Us: 402-472-4605 • olli@unl.edu • http://olli.unl.edu

The Senior Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance at UNL, Susan Swearer, will lead a new research network aimed at improving the research environment at UNL.

The network will focus on five key areas: infrastructure, talent, infrastructure, infrastructure, and infrastructure.

The network will also provide resources and support to researchers, including funding for research projects and mentorship.

The network will be funded through a combination of state and private funding.

For more information, contact Susan Swearer at swearer@unl.edu.
CITY CAMPUS

Concentrate campus zones that are organized around a central open space.

CITY CAMPUS PRECINCTS
- Residential and Mixed-Use District
- Academic District (Science and Engineering)
- Academic District (Arts)
- Student Life and Administrative District
- Historic Mall District

CITY CAMPUS CROSSROADS
Create two strong urban corridors through campus: 14th Street as multimodal, limited access shuttle corridor and Vine Street as improved vehicular access.

1. Residential and Mixed-Use District
2. Academic District (Science and Engineering)
3. Residential District
4. Student Life and Administrative District
5. Academic District (Arts)
6. Athletics and Recreation

CITY CAMPUS MALLS
Build on the campus system of malls:
- Enhances character and extent of existing malls
- Create a new pedestrian mall along 17th Street
- Expand the existing malls along 14th Street
- Continue the east-west mall connection from the Nebraska Union to 19th Street

BUILD ON THE CAMPUSSYSTEM OF MALLS
- Enhances character and extent of existing malls
- Create a new pedestrian mall along 17th Street
- Expand the existing malls along 14th Street
- Continue the east-west mall connection from the Nebraska Union to 19th Street

UNL MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
Concept maps provided by Sasaki Associates.

CONCEPT DRAWINGS ONLY. FINAL UNL CAMPUS AND LANDSCAPE MASTER PLANS WILL BE DEVELOPED BASED IN PART ON FEEDBACK GENERATED BY THESE CONCEPTS. LEARN MORE AT WWW.PLANBIGIDEAS.COM.